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Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 54
pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.1in.How to Sell Using
Psychology - The Psychology of Sales DOES NOT OFFER
marketing ideas or marketing tips. What it does offer is sound
science behind selling using psychology by offering
psychological marketing strategies, psychology marketing
research, and internet marketing psychology. It also teaches the
psychology of price. Did you know that anything priced below 10
does not trigger a buying decision in a buyer The Psychology of
Sales is a must read book. Using persuasion to sell is now pass.
Using psychology to sell is the rage. Tired of lackluster sales and
making little or no money. Do you want step-by-step instructions
on how to advertise and market the right way Dr. Harry Jay, one
of the leading experts in behavioral science, is the author and
the genius behind sales psychology. Order your copy today! This
item ships from La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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This publication is fantastic. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like just how the author write
this publication.
-- Ha r m on Wa tsica  II--  Ha r m on Wa tsica  II

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any publisher. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the
50 % from the book. I discovered this book from my dad and i advised this publication to discover.
-- Dr . Willis Wa lter-- Dr . Willis Wa lter
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